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secured firmly to the hull and deck fittings using 24 bolts. For this configuration, it was assumed
that one set of values was accurate. As a result, all patch tests results were averaged and one set
of offsets were entered into the HVF. When averaging the various patch test values for the R/V
Jab, there was higher variation in the patch test yaw values than when compared with the R/V
Pacific Storm. The corresponding uncertainty for the R/V Jab was set to 0.298° at one standard
deviation. This high variability is likely attributable to the relatively shallow depths used for R/V
Jab patch tests compared to those used for R/V Pacific Storm. At these shallower depths,
determination of yaw is more susceptible to horizontal positioning errors. The computed 0.298°
of uncertainty in yaw corresponds to 0.1 meters of horizontal positioning error at one standard
deviation.
C6. Tide and Water Level Corrections
The application of SBET navigation positioned soundings vertically on the NAD83 (CORS96)
ellipsoid. VDatum version 2.24 and the region file Oregon – Central Oregon (version 01) was
used to build the separation model used to reduce soundings from NAD83 to MLLW in CARIS.
To generate the model file, a three-second grid with zero elevations at all nodes was created
encompassing the entire survey area. VDatum was used to compute NAD83 elevations relative
to MLLW of all nodes in the grid file. GEOID03 was selected during the VDatum
transformation. The output was then converted to the same format as Geoid grid models
generated by the NGS, which can be used by Hypack and Caris HIPS to convert ellipsoid heights
directly to a mapping datum. In order to provide a check to the grid values, at a select point the
MLLW to NAD83 separation was independently computed by using VDatum to transfer from
MLLW to NAVD88, and then Corpscon to transfer from NAVD88 to NAD83. The resulting
elevations compared to the original grid points within .0004 meters. The model file,
SOrgGRS.bin, has been included with the survey’s digital deliverables.
As a confidence check on the GPS tide computation, GPS tide readings off the R/V Pacific
Storm were recording for one hour while at berth in Newport, OR, near the CO-OPS tide gauge
at South Beach, OR (943-5380); and for the R/V Jab while adjacent to CO-OPS tide gauge at
Garibaldi, OR(943-7540). GPS measurements were processed using techniques identical to
processing for all collected survey data and then compared to verified tide data. The resulting
GPS-derived water level over the one hour period differed by an average of .016 meters with a
standard deviation of .012 meters for the South Beach, OR comparison; and .007 meters with a
standard deviation of .019 meters for the Garibaldi, Oregon comparison.
C7. Sound Velocity Correction
While underway during data acquisition, the MVP-30 was deployed as needed to obtain an
adequate number of sound velocity profiles to properly correct the multibeam data during data
processing. To capture the high degree of sound velocity variability on the Oregon coast, casts
were usually taken at 10-minute intervals. The location of casts along the survey tracklines were
varied to ensure adequate spatial coverage. If significant cast-to-cast variability was observed,
the casting interval was reduced. All casts extended to at least 80% of water depth, with at least
one deep cast (extending to 95% of depth) taken per day.
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